THE
F. E. B. U.
EXAMINATION
• A “Mark of Excellence”

• Not a Licence to Practice.

• Eligibility - All Certified European Urologists.

  - All European Residents in Last 6 months of Training.

  - Any Certified Urologist from Outside the E.U.
TWO PARTS TO THE F. E. B. U. EXAM

1) Written – 150 Multiple Choice Questions
   - Active Validation of Questions – feedback available as to the areas where failure occurred – eg, Oncology, Andrology etc.
   - Proposal that this now be in English only.

2) Oral – Structured Oral Cases
   - Offered in 9 EU languages – No proposal as yet to reduce the language choice.
   - This Exam in its two part is similar to the American Board Exam in Urology.
WHERE ARE WE NOW?

• 150 Candidates Per Annum for The Oral Examination with 80% Pass Rate.

• Two Countries incorporated Oral Case in National Exit Exam
  - Poland - 34 Candidates
  - Hungary - 17 Candidates

• Three Countries incorporate Written Exam as part of there Exit Examination in Addition
  - Netherlands
  - Austria
  - Switzerland
WHAT ELSE DO WE OFFER?

• In Service Examination – taken by Residents Europe Wide > than 500 Candidates per year.

• The EUREP Course – Formal European Urological Revision Course with special written part of F.E.B.U taken at the end – 90 Candidates.

• Master Class Courses – Oncology and Functional Urology etc. EBU accredited courses with written MCQ at end of each course – Leads to certificate of completion of course.
WHERE ARE WE GOING?

• Hope to harmonize all Urological Exams Europe wide with incorporation of Exam into National Exit process.

• Certify Sub-Speciality Course and Centres and provide means of “Test of Knowledge” by specific Sub-Speciality Exams.

• Make these available to non Europeans as “Marks of Excellence”.